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UPPER-F ROCKET PROBE WILL SEEK "NEAR MISS" WITH SATELLITE; 
LAUNCH DATE IN JUNE WILL SEND SCAS PHYSICISTS TO BRAZIL SITE 

Close, but not too close, will be the late-June firing order for a high-

altitude rocket probe constructed at the Southwest Center for Advanced Studies 

in Dallas. 

The Upper F/Javelin 8.53 UI will be fired from near Natal, Brazil,in 

a near-vertical path. Reaching up more than ~O miles, the package will have 

a satellite as its "target"; but the aim is to fall short of the satellite's 700-mile 
altitude. 

Both the satellite and the rocket probe will make measurements in the 

upper regions of the ionosphere. The satellite is a topside-sounder, looking 

down into the ionospheric shell of the Earth's atmosphere, while the probe 

built at the SCAS takes vertical-path data for comparison. 

Prof. William B. Hanson and Thomas W. Flowerday, Research Scientist, are 
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the project's principal investigators from the SCAS. In the payload are ion traps, 

to measure temperature and concentration of ions -- atoms that have gained or lost 

electrons and therefore have electrical charges. Mass spectrometers will also 

be aboard, for ion composition measurements. Assoc. Prof. John H. Hoffman has 

supplied one of these. 

Electron temperatures will also be measured by the ion traps, as well as by 

a Langmuir probe provided by Dr. L. H. Brace of the National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration's Goddard Space Flight Center. 

Equipment pack-up for the June flight began today (May 6) at the SCAS. 

The payload will go to Goddard Space Flight Center for li9kage with the data-

carrying telemetry system, involving a week of tests. It will then go to Wallops 
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Island, on the Virginia Coast, to be mated with the four-stage rocket system for 

spin and balance tests. NASA will transport the assembly to the Brazil site. 

On a previous flight, made from Wallops Island June 21, 1967, an earlier 

probe in the series reached near-coincidence with both Alouette II and Explorer 

31, and climbed to 793 kilometers (528 miles). 

One scientific question that the new flight may help resolve is a discrepancy 

in electron temperature observations from Langmuir probes on satellites and 

from observations made at the high-altitude Jicamarca Radar Observatory in Peru. 

Reports from Explorer 32 show electron temperatures consistently higher than 

those derived from radar data. 

The ionosphere is a loosely-defined shell among several that make up the 

Earth's atmosphere. These include the troposphere, or region of w~ather, which 

is only a few miles deep; the cold stratosphere, and the mesosphere, about 35 

miles overhead and as warm as much of the surface climate. 

Above these are the ionospheric regions, where layers of a plasma -- a 

mixture of electrically-charged particles -- are formed by the Sun's radiation. 

Widest known effect of the ionosphere is that it reflects some radio waves back 

toward Earth to make long distance communication possible. Standard broadcasting 

stations can often be heard long distances at night because of this reflection. 

NASA funding for the SCAS program was extended this week by a continuation 

grant of $75,000, bring the total program contract amount to $579,849 since 

December 1, 1965. 
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